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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper can, I think, best be considered as a sort of live linger 
exercise. In it we polish the techniques from a corner of group theory by 
using them to investigate the structure of a particular infinite permutation 
group. However, the group that we consider though particular is a fairly 
natural one, and while the results have a familiar general shape they 
include one detail which to me was quite unexpected. These facts perhaps 
constitute a challenge to place the results in a more general context; if so 
I make no attempt to meet it. 
We explain first what the group is that we are interested in. If g is an 
element of infinite order in a group G and m, n are positive integers the 
centralisers C&g”‘) and C,(g”) are contained in C,( g”“), whence the 
union Cz( g) of the centralisers of the nontrivial powers of g is a group. For 
a similar reason the set NE(g) of elements t such that t ~ ‘g”t = g” for some 
nonzero integers m, n is also a group. Following P. M. Neumann [4] and 
Peter Bruyns [ 11, somewhat distantly, we shall say that CY;( g) is the 
approximate centraliser and N:(g) the approximate normaliser of (g). 
The groups C:(g) and N:(g) are considered by K. Hickin and Angus 
Macintyre [3] in case G is existentially closed. The group that we propose 
to study is C:(p), where S is the symmetric group on a countably infinite 
set 52, and p is a permutation of Q with an infinity of infinite cycles and 
no finite cycles. We shall also say something about N:(p). 
Before stating the results we recall, for purposes of comparison and 
because we shall need the notation later in the paper, the corresponding 
facts about the structure of S. The only normal subgroups of S are those 
in the series 
l<A<S,<S, 
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where S, is the group of permutations with finite support and A is the 
subgroup of even permutations. The subgroup A is simple but comparatively 
small and manageable, being countable and locally finite; the factor group 
&/A is of order two; and S/S,, is a large unmanageable simple group, 
having the power of the continuum and a subgroup isomorphic to any 
countable group. 
The following proposition expresses analogous facts about C:(p). 
PROPOSITION. Let p be an element of the symmetric group S on a 
countable infinite set Q with an infinity of infinite cycles and no finite cycles. 
Then the approximate centraliser C:(p) has the series 
l<K<L<M<C;(p) 
of normal subgroups, such that 
(i) K is contained in every nontrivial normal subgroup of C:(p), and 
is countable, simple, and locally abelian-by-finite; 
(ii) M contains every proper normal subgroup of C:(p), so that 
Cg(p)/M is simple; Cg(p)/M has the power of the continuum and a subgroup 
isomorphic to S/S,; 
(iii) M/K is a torsion free abelian group; 
(iv) L/K is the maximum divisible subgroup of M/K and has the power 
of the continuum; 
(v) M/L is isomorphic to 2, the projmite completion of the infinite 
cyclic group Z, and is central in Cg(p)/L. 
By definition C:(p) is the union of the groups C,(p”), m >O. The 
elements pm are conjugate in S and so the groups Cs(pm) are all 
isomorphic; isomorphic in fact to the (unrestricted permutational) wreath 
product H WrS. Thus the inclusion of one group C,(p”) in another can be 
viewed as an embedding of h WrS in itself. The proof of the proposition 
consists largely in identifying the features of the structure of Z WrS which 
behave well under this embedding. The features that we need are described 
in Section 2 and the embedding in Section 3. We prove the proposition, 
and add a few remarks, in Section 4. 
2. FACTS ABOUT E WrS 
By definition Z WrS is the semidirect product BS where the base 
group B is the additive group of maps f: D + Z and S has the natural 
action. That is, Z WrS is the group of pairs (a, f ), c1 E S, f E B with the mul- 
tiplication (cq f )(B, g) = (a/I, f p +g) where f B(x) =f (x/?-l) for all x in IR. 
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We shall need several subgroups of B in the sequel. First, B,, is the 
subgroup of B of elements of finite support; elements f, that is, for which 
the set {x E Q 1 f(x) # 0} is finite. Then the trace map r : Ban + Z is given 
by fi = C, E of, and Bi? is the kernel of this map. If we wish to take the 
sum xXEnf(x) literally then obviously we cannot extend the definition of 
T from B,, to any larger subgroup of B. We can however embed Z in its 
prolinite completion 2 and treat the sum CXEnf(x) as a series in f. (For 
the profinite completion, and the facts about it that we use here, see, for 
instance, K. W. Gruenberg [a]). We write B,,,, for the subgroup of B 
consisting of those f for which the series CXEnf(x) converges in 2. Then 
f~ B,,,, precisely when the set {x E Sz 1 f(x) is not divisible by r} is finite 
for all positive integers r. We again have the trace map r: B,,,, + 2 given 
(‘) by fi = CXcnf(x), and we write B,,,, for its kernel. Of course, the restric- 
tion of the new trace map to Ben is the old trace map composed with the 
inclusion Z -+ 2, so that the ambiguity in name and notation is not 
dangerous. For the same reason Bk’ = Bfi, n BLz!,,. The groups B,,,, and 
Bg’,,, like the groups B,, and Blip,‘, admit S, so that if B, denotes any of 
these four groups and Y is a subgroup of S then B,, Y is a group. We can 
extend r to a map, still called z, of B,,,,S to 2, by setting (cr,f) T =f~ for 
all CI E S, f E B,,,,. It is easy to check that, even on B,,,,, T is an 
epimorphism. 
LEMMA 2.1. [B, So] d Blip,‘. 
Clearly [B, So] is generated by elements f-f a, f E B, tl E So. For x not 
in the support of CI, f *(x) = f (x). Thus the support off-f a is contained in 
the support of a, and so is finite. On the support of CI, the values off” are 
a permutation of the values off, so that (f-f “) t = 0. The lemma follows, 
COROLLARY 2.2. If B,, is Bi$), BE,, BE:, or B,,,, and Y is A or So, 
then B,Y is normal in Z WrS. 
S normahses both B, and Y, and B normalises Bxx, so that what has 
to be checked is that [B, Y] 6 B,, Y, which is immediate from the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. If elements 5, u of BconvSo are conjugate in E WrS then 
tt = VT. 
The homomorphism T : B,,,, So -+ 2 extends to a homomorphism 
B convS + f, and 2 is abelian, so that if 4, q are conjugate in B,,,,S then 
certainly 5~ = qz. So it suffices to consider the case when t;, rl are conjugate 
by an element of B. But then q = 51 with [E [B, So], so that it = 0 by 
Lemma 2.1, proving the result. 
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LEMMA 2.4. (i) B,,,, S,,/B~~)&, is a torsion free abelian group. 
(ii) B,,,,S,/B~‘,,S, is isomorphic to 2 and is central in 
Z WrS/Bgh, SO. 
(iii) B$$, S,,/B~)S, is the maximum divisible subgroup of B 
con,,SojBjiO,)SO, andhas the power of the continuum. 
6 1 Lv so/%,’ S, is isomorphic to B,,,,/B~~) and is therefore 
abelian. If f in B does not have finite support neither does any nonzero 
multiple of it, so that B/B,, is torsion free. Since Ben/BE N 22, B/BE, and 
a fortiori B,,,,/B~), is torsion free. Part (i) of the lemma follows. 
(ii) The isomorphism B,,,,S,/B~~),,S, N 2 follows from the fact that 
B(O) So is the kernel of the epimorphism r : B,,,, So + 2. The centrality of con” 
the factor B,,,, So/B,,,, (‘) So is a restatement of Lemma 2.3. 
(iii) If f E B,,,, the set V, = {x E 52 1 f(x) is not divisible by r > is finite 
for any positive integer r, and if also fr = 0 then C,, ,,, f (x) is divisible by 
r. It follows that if f E B& we can find g in Bhj”n’ such that f - g is divisible 
by r in B and therefore in BL’$ Thus B(O) ,,,,/ Bk:) is divisible; and, since 
B(O) has the power of the continuum but Biz is countable, it has the con” 
power of the continuum. Hence the isomorphic group B~~!,,So/B~So is 
also a divisible group of the power of the continuum. That it is the maxi- 
mum divisible subgroup of B,,,, So/B~~)So f llows from (ii), since 2 has no 
nontrivial divisible subgroup. 
The last two lemmas of this section are surely well known, but we 
include them for the sake of completeness. But we first give a piece of 
notation that we shall also need in Section 3. If x E Q we denote by d, the 
function defined by d,(x) = 1, but d,(y) = 0 for y E Q, y # x. Obviously the 
elements d,, x E Q, generate Be,, and the elements d,-- d,, x, ~ESZ, 
generate Bit). 
LEMMA 2.5. (i) BliO,‘A has no proper normal subgroup not contained in B. 
(ii) Every normal subgroup of Z WrS not contained in B contains 
Bit’ A. 
(i) We note first that [Bg, A] =Be. For f-f’ belongs to 
[Bi?, A] whenever f E B&; and a E A, and we can certainly choose f, CI so 
that f -f a = d, - d,, for x # y in Sz. But the elements d, -d,, form a single 
conjugacy class of Bi’A which generates Biz, so that [Bkt), A] = BfJ as 
stated. If N is a normal subgroup of Bi;A not contained in B the simplicity 
of A ensures that BiziV= BfiA, which in turn implies that Bkz = 
[Blip,‘, A] <N. Thus N= BiyiO,‘N= BliO,‘A is not proper. 
(ii) If N is a normal subgroup of Z WrS not contained in B then 
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BN = BY for some nontrivial normal subgroup Y of S and hence BA 6 BN. 
That is, for any c( in A some (IX, f) belongs to N. But for any fi in A 
where ~E[B,A]<B . li”,’ Choosing c(, /I so that BP ‘c( ~ ‘/Ia # 1 we see that 
N n BiO,‘A is not contained in B, and then (i) gives BliO,‘A d N as required. 
LEMMA 2.6. Every proper normal subgroup of R WrS is contained in 
BS,,. 
If N is a normal subgroup of Z WrS not contained in BSo then BN = BY 
where Y is a normal subgroup of S not contained in SO, so BN = BS. That 
is, for every tl in S some (a, f) is in N. But 
and if a permutes the elements of Sz in a single cycle every element of B is 
of the form g-g’. Thus B < N, and N = BN = BS is not proper, as 
required. 
3. THE INCLUSION MAPS 
In this section we study the inclusion map of Cs(pm) in C,(p”) where m, 
n are positive integers and m divides n, in relation to the fact that both 
these groups are isomorphic to Z WrS. 
There is, of course, no unique natural isomorphism between Z WrS and 
C,(p). There are in fact two classes of such isomorphisms. If we choose a 
bijection between IR and the set of cycles of p, and for each x in Q an 
element a, in the cycle corresponding to x, we can define an isomorphism 
from Z WrS to C,(p) by mapping (c(, f ), CI E S, f E B, to the permutation of 
Q which, for all x in Q and all i in Z, maps axpi to ~,,p~+/(~‘! The 
isomorphisms obtained in this way, varying the choices of bijection and of 
cycle representatives, form a class of isomorphisms, in the sense that any 
one of them is obtaned from any other by composing it with an inner 
automorphism. The isomorphisms in the other class are obtained using 
the same recipe, but replacing p by p - ‘, as is permissible since 
Cs(p ~ ’ ) = C,(p). Thus the isomorphisms in either class are obtained from 
those in the other by preceding them with the outer automorphism of 
Z WrS which maps each (01, f) to (LX, -f ). 
We now choose for each positive integer n an isomorphism 
8,: Z WrS -+ C,(p”) using the above recipe but replacing p by p”. This 
means that for each nonzero integer n we have made a choice between the 
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two classes of isomorphisms from Z WrS to C,(p”). If we had made the 
opposite choice for all integers it would have made little difference to our 
arguments. But the choice for any one n, say for n = 1, determines all the 
other choices, as it must if Lemma 3.2 is to hold. 
LEMMA 3.1. If m, n are positive integers and m divides n then 
(i) Consulting the recipe one sees that an element of C,(p”) belqngs 
to (Be,&,) 8, if and only if its support is contained in the union of a finite 
set of pm-cycles. But of course the union of a finite set of p”-cycles is con- 
tained in the union of a finite set of p”-cycles, and oice oersa. So an element 
of Cs (p”) belongs to (B,, S,) 8, if and only if it belongs to (B,, S,) 0,,, 
which is (i). 
(ii) For 5 in S and positive integers s, I let P(& s, I) denote the state- 
ment that there exists a finite union X of p’ cycles such that for x in sZ\X 
there exists an integer k depending on x such that xg = xpkS’. Consulting 
the recipe again, and using the fact that f in B belongs to B,,,, if and only 
if the set {x~Q(f( x is not divisible by s} is finite for all positive integers ) 
s, one sees that the element 5 of C,(p”) belongs to (BconvSo) 8, if and only 
if P(<, s, m) holds for all positive integers s. But with r = n/m f’(t, rs, m) 
implies P(& s, n) and P(r, s, n) implies P({, s, m). So P(<, s, m) holds for all 
positive integers s if and only if P(g, s, n) holds for all positive integers s. 
That is, the element of < of C,(p”) belongs to (BconvSo) 8, if and only if 
it belongs to (B,,nVSo) 8,. This is (ii). 
The fact that if m divides n, C,(g”) is contained in C,(g”), implies that 
for 5 in B WrS there exists ye in Z WrS such that (0, = qe,,. It is convenient 
in proving later lemmas to have information about the relationship 
between 4 and q under these circumstances, and it is easier to obtain this 
information if we make an assumption about the isomorphisms 0, and 8,. 
It is clear, namely, that if R = {a,, x E a} is a set of representatives for the 
pm-cycles, and n = mr, then R’= {a,pim, XEQ, i= 0, 1, . . . . r - l} is a set of 
representatives for the p”-cycles. Our assumption is that if R is the set of 
representatives used in forming 8, then R’ is the set used in forming 8,. We 
can use results obtained under this assumption in proving later lemmas 
because the only objects occurring in these lemmas will be images N8, of 
normal subgroups N of Z WrS under maps t?,, and maps 0; i r : 
(&on, So) 6, + 2. Th ese objects are invariant under inner automorphisms 
(in the case of the maps by Lemma 2.3) so that the truth of the lemmas will 
not depend on the choice of 8, within the correct class of isomorphisms. 
Now suppose that n = mr, and make the above assumption about the 
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choices of cycle representatives. There are three cases in which it is 
relatively easy to describe the relationship between 5 and n, when these 
satisfy <tI, = $3,. 
(a) Suppose first that 5 belongs to S, say 5 = a. Then @, permutes 
the elements of R and centralises pm, and so permutes the elements of R’. 
So q also belongs to S, say q = /?. Furthermore if a, belongs to a cycle of 
@I, of length 1, so does axpim for i = 0, . . . . r - 1. Thus if < = a E S then 
q = /I! E S, and for each possible length I, B has exactly r times as many cycles 
of length 1 as a does. 
(b) Suppose next that 4 = (1, rf). Then 50, fixes each pm-cycle, and 
on the cycle containing a, acts like pmrf’“‘, that is like pRf(“). Thus to,,, fixes 
every p”-cycle, and, on each of the r p”-cycles contained in the @“-cycle 
containing a,, acts like pnfCx). Thus if 5 = ( 1, rf) then q = (1, f x r) where 
f x r is a function taking every value exactly r times as often as f does. 
(c) Suppose finally that 5 = (1, d,). Then go,,, acts as the identity on 
all pm-cycles except the one containing a,, on which it acts like pm. Thus 
it acts as the identity on all p”-cycles except those containing a,piM, 
i = 0, 1, . . . . r - 1. These it permutes cyclically, mapping the representative 
axpim to the representative a,p(‘+ ‘rm except when i = r - 1, and mapping 
ad (r- ‘jrn to a,~“. Thus if 5 = (1, d,) then ‘1 = (L, d,) for some y, where I. 
is a permutation whose only nontrivial cycle has length r. 
LEMMA 3.2. If m, n are positive integers and m divides n then the 
restriction to (B,,,, S,) 8, of the map 0; ‘T : ( BconvSo) 8, -+ 2 is the map 
e; 15 : (B,,,, s,) 8, --) t. 
That is, if l belongs to B,,,, S, and <tI,,,= r$, then <r=qr. We need 
prove this only for a set of generators of BconvSo, and we can use the 
results of the above discussion, By (a) if 5 ES, then VE S,, so that 
@=vr=O. By (b), if <=(l,rf) then q=(l,fxr) so that &=r]z= 
r CXenf(x). By (c), if l= (1, d,) then <r = ~]t = 1. But elements of these 
three kinds generate BconvSo, because if f E B,,,,, the set (X E Q 1 f(x) is not 
divisible by r} is finite. So we are done. 
LEMMA 3.3. If m, n are positive integers and m divides n then 
(i) (Blio,‘&) h, = U%!&) 0, n WP”), 
(ii) (B% W k = (%%S,) 0, n GW’). 
This is immediate from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, because (BLz\YSO) 8, is 
the kernel of the map 8;’ 5: (BconvSo) 8, -+ 2, and (B[zSS,) 8, = 
u%‘,, so) 0, n uh, so) 0,. 
We shall need the following slight improvement of Lemma 3.3(i). 
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LEMMA 3.4. If m, n are positive integers, m divides n, and n/m is even 
then (Biy S,) 0, ,< (BLy A ) 0 FT’ 
We must show that if {E BE,&, and @, = ~0, then q E Bg)ion. It s&ices 
to do this for a set of generators of Be&,, and we can use the results of 
the discussion preceding Lemma 3.2. But, since r is even, (a) of that discus- 
sion shows that if t ES, then q E A and (c) shows that if < = (1, d, - d,) 
then g E BliO,‘A. Elements of these two sorts generate BziO,),,, so we are done. 
We finish this section with two lemmas which say essentially that certain 
features of the structure of Z WrS do not behave well with respect to the 
inclusion of C,(p”) in C,(p”). 
LEMM 3.5. If < E C,(p”), 5 # 1, then for some multiple n of rn[ does not 
belong to BB,, for any multiple kn of n. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for 5 not to belong to Be,, is that it 
moves some cycle of p”. If it moves a cycle of p”, it moves every #“-cycle 
contained in it, so it suffices to find n so that 5 moves a cycle of p”. If 5 
moves a cycle of pm, we can take m = n. If not, since 5 # 1, there is a cycle 
of pm on which 5 acts like p’, I # 0. Then we can take as n any multiple of 
m which does not divide 1. 
LEMMA 3.6. If 5 E C,(p”) but [ $ (B,,,,&) 0, then for some multiple n 
of m, 5 does not belong to (BS,) Ok,, for any multiple kn of n. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for 5 not to belong to (BS,) 8, is 
that it moves an infinity of cycles of p”. If it moves such an infinity it 
certainly moves an infinity of cycles of pk”, so we need only show that for 
some n, t does not belong to (B&,)0,. Because 5 E C,(p”), 5 = (cI, f) 8, for 
some (a, f ). If cx $ Se we can take m = n, so assume u E S,,. By Lemma 3.1 (i) 
cr0, belongs to (BS,) 0, for every multiple n of m, so it suffices to find n 
so that (1, f) 8, does not belong to (BS,) 8,. Because CI E S, but 
t $ (&onv&) em f $ Lv. Hence there is an integer r such that for an 
infinity of elements x f (x is not divisible by r. We put n = mr. On the 
pm-cycle containing a, (1, f) acts like p”~‘“‘, and since n = mr, if f (x) is not 
divisible by r it permutes the p”-cycles contained in this pm-cycle. Since 
there are an infinity of such x, we are home. 
4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The proof of the proposition is now mainly a matter of collecting up 
information that we already have. We make the definitions: 
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K is the union, for all positive integers m, of the groups 
mpo) 0ml, 
L is the union, for all positive integers m, of the groups 
(B(O) So) o,, CO”V 
M is the union, for all positive integers m, of the groups 
(Bconvso) 0,. 
By Lemma 3.3(i) if m divides n (Bjio,‘S,) 8, < (BI,“,’ So) 8,, so that K is a 
group, and similarly so are L and M. For the same reason in forming K 
or L or M we need take the union only over the multiples of a fixed 
integer. By Lemma 3.4, K is also the union, for all positive integers m (or 
for all multiples of a fixed integer), of the groups (Biio,’ A ) 0,. Any element 
5 of C:(p) belongs to C,(p”) for some m, and so to C,(p”) for all 
multiples n of m. Thus < normalises ( BgdSs,) 8, for all multiples IZ of m. 
Hence 5 normalises K. That is K is normal in C:(p), and similarly so are 
L and M. 
If r E Cg (p), t # 1, then < belongs to C, (p”) for some m, and so by 
Lemma 3.5 does not belong to BO,, for any multiple nk of some multiple 
n of m. By Lemma 2.5(ii) the normal closure of t in C,(p”“) contains 
(Bh;A) 8,,. This being true for all k, the normal closure of t in C;(p) 
contains K. Since i” # 1 was arbitrary, K is contained in every nontrivial 
normal subgroup of C:(p). A similar argument, starting with 4 # 1 in K, 
and using Lemma 2.5(i) instead of Lemma 2.5(ii), proves that K is simple. 
As the union of a countable set of countable groups K is countable. Any 
finite set of elements of K is contained in (Bko,‘S,) 0, for some m, and this 
group is abelian by locally finite. We have proved statement (i) of the 
proposition. 
If 5 E C:(p), g $M, then for some m, r E C,(p”) but 5 4 (B,onVSo) 8,. 
By Lemma 3.6, l does not belong to (BS,) 8,, for any multiple nk of some 
multiple n of m. By Lemma 2.6 the normal closure of 5 in C,(p”“) 
is C,(p”“) for all k, so that normal closure of t in C:(p) is C:(p). That 
is, M contains every proper normal subgroup of C:(p). In particular 
Cg(p)/M is simple. By Lemma 3.l(ii) whenever m divides n the inclusion 
of C,(p”) in C,(p”) induces an injection of C,(~“)/(B,,,,S,)0, in 
C&“)/(&,,,SO) en, whence C&“ML,So) 0, embeds in CSb)IM. 
But CsW’M&.mv So) 0, is isomorphic to E W,S/B,,,,S,, which has a 
subgroup isomorphic to S/S,, since S n B,,,, So = So. Thus Cg(p)/M has 
a subgroup isomorphic to S/S,, and in particular has the power of the 
continuum. This completes the proof of statement (ii) of the proposition. 
Next, by Lemma 3.3(i) whenever m divides n the inclusion of C,(p”) in 
C,(p”) induces an injection of C,~(p”)/(B~‘S,) 8, in C,(p”)/(B~o,‘S,) tl,,. 
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Hence the inclusion of C,(p”) in C:(p) induces an injection of 
C,(p”)/(B~~&) 0, in Cg(p)/K. The images of the groups (B,,,, S,) 0,/ 
(Bf*)&) 6, under these injections, for all m, form a direct system whose 
union is M/K. By Lemma 2.4(i) each of these images is torsion free abelian, 
and hence so is M/K. Similarly L/K is the union of the groups of a direct 
system formed by the images of the groups (BL!$,S,) B,/(B~~S,,) 8,. By 
Lemma 2.4(iii) each of these is divisible of the power of the continuum, and 
hence so is L/K. Further, if 5 belongs to M then it belongs to (BconvSo) em 
for some m, and by Lemma 3.2, (0; ‘z does not depend on the choice of 
m. Thus we can write @;‘r = <z*, and z* is a well defined map, evidently 
an epimorphism M + 2. Its kernel is L so that M/L is isomorphic to 2, 
and because 2 has no nontrivial divisible subgroup L/K is the maximum 
divisible subgroup of M/K. Finally, if 5, q are elements of A4 which 
are conjugate in C:(p) there is an integer m such that they belong to 
(BconvSo) 8, and are conjugate in C,(p”). By Lemma 2.3, 57* = 477*. This 
implies that M/L is central in Cz(p)/L and completes the proof of the 
proposition. 
We remark next that though the proposition gives a lot of information, 
it does not completely determine the normal subgroups of C;(p). A non- 
trivial proper normal subgroup of C:(p), of course, corresponds to a 
subgroup of MjK and if a subgroup of M/K contains L/K it corresonds to 
a normal subgroup. But which subgroups of M/K not containing L/K 
correspond to normal subgroups is not at all clear. The method that we 
have used gives one further normal subgroup, namely the union N, for all 
positive integers m, of the groups (B,,S,) 8,. Then N/K is isomorphic to 
Z, N/K and L/K generate their direct product LNjK, and LN is the inverse 
image of Z in the map t*:M+z. 
Whenever g is an element of infinite order in a group G the approximate 
centraliser C;“,(g) is normal in the approximate normaliser NE(g) and 
NT;( g)/C,“i( g) is isomorphic to a subgroup of the multiplicative group Q* 
of the rationals. For if t belongs to N:(g) t -‘g”t =g” for some nonzero 
integers m, n, and if we put t$ = n/m, $ is a well defined homomorphism 
of Nr(g) into Q* with kernel C:(g). In our case pm and p” are conjugate 
in S whenever m # 0 and n # 0, so Ng(p)/Cz(p) N Q*. The groups K, L, M 
are clearly characteristic in C:(p) and so normal in N:(p). The group N 
defined in the preceding paragraph, though not obviously characteristic in 
C:(p), is normal in N:(p); for an element of C:(p) belongs to N if and 
only if its support is contained in the union of a finite set of orbits of p, 
and this condition is invariant under transformation by elements of N:(p). 
It is also possible to determine the action of N,*(p) on M/L. The group 2 
is, of course, the additive group of a ring, and its automorphisms are 
multiplications by units in the ring. The only units in Z are _+ 1, whence 
any automorphism of 2 that stabilises 7 either is the identity or inverts 
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every element of 2. Since N:(p) normalises LN, the automorphisms of 
M/L that its elements induce are of this kind. To obtain the exact answer 
we have to resort to calculation. For positive integers m, n let {a,, x E S2} 
be the set of representatives of the pm-cycles with which 8, is constructed 
and similarly (b,, x E Q} for the p”-cycles. Define the element p of S by 
requiring that it map axpim on b,p’” for all x in Q and i in Z. Then p is 
an element of N:(p) with ,& = n/m, and conjugation by p induces the 
isomorphism 8;‘0, of C,(p”) with C,(p”). Thus, at least for elements r 
of mdo) em, (~-15~) T* = b *. But if we define v in S by insisting that 
it map aspim on apPim for all x in 52 and i in Z then v is an element of 
N:(p) with v$ = - 1, and conjugation by v induces on C,(p”) the 
automorphism which maps each (a,f) 8, to (a, -f) 8,. Evidently, at least 
for elements < of (BconvCo ) 8,, (v-‘(v) r* = -5r*. Thus if N,+(p) denotes 
the subgroup of N;(p) consisting of t with ttj positive, elements of NLG(p) 
centralise M/L but elements of N:(p) not in N,+(p) transform every 
element of M/L to its inverse. 
Finally one might well conjecture that N:(p) is the normaliser of C:(p) 
in S, and less confidently that it is the full automorphism group of C;(p), 
but I do not know how to prove even the weaker of these statements. 
Similarly one might conjecture that M/L is the Schur multiplier of 
Cg(p)/M, but this, too, is pure conjecture. 
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